Kindergarten to Grade 4 Course Descriptions
Use this brochure to help select your child’s classes for this summer. Participation is determined
by the grade the child will enter into in September 2021. All classes include a 20 minute outdoor
recess, weather permitting! Visit www.campideanj.com to register!

Week Of July 12-July 15
Grades K-1

Ice Ice Baby! & Journey to the Jungle
Instructors: Demi Jaep and Nicole Morina

Part A: Grab your sled and explore the Arctic with Mrs. Jaep as you learn about
ice, snow and all things frozen! Compete in trivia, create fun and icy crafts, and
design your own ice castle! Don’t miss out on this fun and interactive class that’s
worth melting for!
Part B: Would you like to learn about exotic, faraway places? Can you imagine
observing animals as they swing from vines, under a green lush canopy? Come
join the journey to the jungle! We will explore one of the oldest ecosystems in the
world and meet the strikingly unusual animals that call this place their home.
Become an explorer and learn about the different layers of the rainforest and
the rare finds that can be discovered here.

Grades 1-2

Out of this World! & Stories Come Alive!
Instructors: Christine Shown and Dana Rupert

Part A: Get ready to Blast Off to infinity and beyond! If you have ever wanted to
be an astronaut or have just loved looking at the stars and learning about
planets then this class is for you! Throughout the week, students will explore
through hands-on projects the many aspects of our universe from the sun to the
stars and everything in between!
Part B: Sometimes a story is so good that you just need more! Join us as we read
some amazing stories and use our imaginations to bring them to reality! We will
enjoy fun read-alouds, creative writing activities and crafts to explore some of
Mrs. Rupert’s favorite authors!

Grades 2-3

The Art of the Dot & Shark Week!
Instructors: Dominique Mobley and Jenny Christmas

Part A: Calling all artists in 2nd and 3rd grade! Come join Mrs. Mobley for some
polka dot inspired masterpiece making. We’ll read Peter Reynolds picture book
The Dot to help unlock the artist inside each of us. Then we will explore master
dot-makers like Yayoi Kusama and Kandinsky to inspire our creativity. We’ll work
with various media to design our works of art. You’ll be seeing spots everywhere
by the end of the week.
Part B: Shark Week has FINALLY reached Camp IDEA! This summer we will dive in
and explore the World of Sharks! Each day we will become Marine Biologists and
research current and extinct sharks! We will have shark trivia, games, crafts,
mapping activities, and so much more as we discover the fascinating world of
sharks!

Grade 3-4

Our Feathered Friends
Instructor: Melissa Thurston

Unplug from the wired world and get back to nature as you become a Citizen
Scientist! Investigate and identify local birds through outdoor observations.
Campers will design bird feeders to hang at home and at school. We will explore
migration and the concept of flight through a paper airplane challenge and
participate in a nest building project as they design and build a nest of their own!

Grade 3-4

Be Different, Be Brave, Be You!
Instructors: Gina Hicks and Toni Durham

Respecting others, living in a multicultural world and using your voice - are
all important skills for our campers to have! Come and explore a diverse
collection of picture books, then participate and create stunning artwork
based on identity, diversity, justice and standing up for what is right.
Campers will journey through cultural awareness and sensitivity towards
others, while strengthening their confidence in being different. Throughout
the week, students will create four unique and original pieces of artwork to
take home!

Grade 4-5

Time Travelers
Instructor: Victoria Miller

Jump into your time machine and join us as we zoom back in time through
America's most influential decades! Imagine yourself as a flapper, a baby boomer,
a hippie or even a disco dancer! We will explore the most influential events, ideas,
activists, leaders, and cultural icons of each decade to see how much America
has changed!

Grade 4-5

Mexico: Arts & Culture
Instructor: Kate Mathieson

It’s a fiesta at Camp IDEA where you can explore a variety of authentic Mexican
folk art such as Huichol Yarn paintings and hojalatas, a form of metal tooling. Learn
more about the culture and lives of the people that created these art forms, and
then design your own!

Grade 4-5

DIY Discovery
Instructor: Rebecca Headley

If you’ve ever wanted to try to jump on the “Do it Yourself” Trend, now is your
chance! Campers will use new and recycled materials to design and create
repurposed crafts! Research and complete the latest DIY trends to enhance your
everyday life! Grab some rulers, hot glue, your pencil and some safety goggles
and come check this out!

Week of July 19-22
Grades K-1

Spaceship Earth & Dinosaurs Galore!
Instructors: Toni Foster and Nicole Morina

Part A: Rock and roll with Camp IDEA as we explore the exciting role of Earth in
our solar system! Campers will take a tour around Earth learning about rocks, soil
and bodies of water that make up the surface! Then, head to the skies as we
learn about the sun, temperature and how to predict the weather! Campers will
love to learn about our planet as they find ways to care for it!
Part B: Do you dream of dinosaurs? Do you love learning about dinosaurs to the
point that you never can get enough? Come join us as we explore these
amazing creatures with exciting hands-on experiments to fulfill your quest for
dino knowledge!

Grades 1-2

Coding for Kids & Superhero Training
Instructors: Christine Shown & Nicole English

Part A: Have you ever wanted to design your own cartoon, build a video game,
or control a robot? Well you can… and computer coding is how to do it! You will
get to play and even make some of your own games in this fun and exciting
course. You will be introduced to the core concepts of computer coding while
learning how to “talk” to computers!. This class will use hands-on activities and
picture based coding blocks perfect for first and second graders!
Part B: KAPOW! Ever dream of becoming a superhero? Well here is your chance!
Head to Superhero Training this summer to become part of an elite group of
superheroes. You’ll participate in physical and mental challenges to explore your
hidden superpowers and will leave our camp with your own superhero identity!

Grades 2-3

Dig Deep with Dinosaurs! & Summer STREAMing
Instructors: Susan Combs & Jackie Durso

Part A: Grab your shovel and dig down deep this summer at Camp IDEA where
we will discover all sorts of information about dinosaurs! What kind of teeth did
they have? How big were they? Make a model of coprolite -- otherwise known
as dino poop! We will imagine we are paleontologists while we use real tools to
perform fossil excavations! Be ready to achieve dino-expert greatness!
Part B: Become an engineering expert this summer as we read stories and use
them as a springboard for a hands on STEAM project! We will put on our thinking
caps to analyze plot development and persuasive techniques. Collect data,
create graphs and solve word problems to review our math skills. Design a new
invention using money that you earn during the week -- then put your skills to the
test to see which team achieves the best product!

Grades 3-4

The Arts and Your Imagination
Instructors: Gina Hicks & Jill Bradshaw

Part A: Campers will explore literature that stimulates their imagination and
creativity all while strengthening connections between Visual Arts, Music, Theater
and Dance. Campers will explore several inspirational books that promote the
use of imagination and creativity. Throughout all activities, we will discuss the use
of the Elements of Art such as Line, Shape, Color, and Form, to design unique
and personal artworks!
Part B: Campers will continue their exploration of the arts through the use of
theater games and performance in a friendly and safe environment. Throughout
the class, students will use their imagination to improvise, play and explore and
create a monologue or scene! Join us and strengthen your teamwork and
focusing skills all while building friendships and fun. At the end of the week our
performances will be shared with families!

Grade 3-4

Christmas in July: Escape Room
Instructor: Jenna Passaro

Do you think you can find your way out of the Christmas in July Escape Room? In
this class, campers will solve riddles and puzzles and find clues to finish tasks. These
puzzles must be solved in order to open locked boxes and find their next clue.
Campers will be engaged in math and literacy problems, word searches, and
mazes. To end the week, the campers will work in teams and use their imagination
to design their own Escape Rooms -- all with an extra dose of holiday cheer!

Grade 4-5

Disastrous Journeys
Instructors: Jenna Rentzel & Jenny Christmas

Picture

Part A: Grab your ticket and join Captain Christmas as we board the White Star
Line’s brand new ship - the RMS Titanic. It’s sure to be an epic adventure as we set
sail for New York City. Go back in time with us as we imagine ourselves in the role
of a passenger to explore the ship and all of its new amenities, discover potential
problems, and find out what happened that ill-fated night of April 15, 1912.
Part B: Wagon’s Ho! Pack up your family and jump on board our wagon train as
we set off to explore the historic trail. Will you survive the perilous dangers of this
2,170 mile trail to the west? Participate in simulated activities, an Oregon Trail
escape room, and so much more!

Grade 4-5

And the Oscar Goes to…
Instructor: Robert Brewer

Can you just imagine yourself on stage accepting an Oscar? In this class we will be
taking a step into the 'behind the scenes' process of how a movie star approaches
preparation for a role! Essentially, we will be imagining ourselves in the limelight of
Hollywood! By understanding a series of stories and plays, practicing our public
speaking, and getting in tune with our sense of humor and personality, we will take
steps forward in becoming the future stars of Hollywood!

Week of July 26-29
Grades K-1

Camp Out & Around the World with Stories
Instructors: Susan Combs & Toni Foster

Part A: Let's camp out! We will build a shelter, design and put together trail mix,
and use the power of the sun to make s'mores! Relay races and some indoor
"fishing" are sure to be exciting activities. Of course, there will be campfire songs
and ghost stories too! All of the fun of camping with none of the mess! (or
mosquitoes!)
Part B: Travel the world without leaving the comfort of our classroom! As we
explore the rich cultural traditions the world over we discover how very similar we
all are to one another! Our world is filled with a variety of religions, cultures, and
traditions. Join us as we celebrate them all!

Grades K-1

The Olympics
Instructor: Nicole English

The 2020 ... ehhh, 2021 Summer Olympics are here! This Olympics class will
explore the origins and history of the Olympics, with a focus on the Modern
Olympics. Students will design a version of the Olympic Torch flame, explore
different Olympic events, and participate in their very own mini Olympics! We will
use physical education and STEM activities to reinforce literacy, math, science
and social studies, all while emphasizing respect and sportsmanship.

Grades 1-2

Adventures in STEAM & What’s the Weather?
Instructors: Christine Shown & Nicole Morina

Part A: Living “happily ever after” isn’t always easy! In Adventures in STEAM, the
end of the story is just the beginning. Get ready to explore your favorite stories
and fairy tales in new ways! Be a creative problem solver while devising solutions
to story-based challenges, and unlock your inner scientist as you discover new
wrinkles in classic tales. Students will explore classic stories and fairy tales, work
through design challenges, conduct science experiments, and design awesome
artwork in this week of STEAM-based activities. Put your thinking caps on
because your fictional friends need your help!

Part B: Take a look outside, grab a light jacket and some sunscreen and head to
Camp IDEA to learn all about the weather! We will explore types of weather,
and how it forms and changes! Become a meteorologist and learn how to
predict next week’s weather!

Grades 2-3

We’re in the Money & It’s a Hoot!
Instructors: Janice Cirone & Karen Zlatkin

Part A: We’re in the Money! We’re in the Money! Join us at Camp IDEA to get a
better understanding of money and how it works! We will read books, use real
coins, and even make and spend our own money! Campers will take turns
shopping and acting as a store clerk to make and calculate purchases! Play
money games and go on scavenger hunts for coins!
Part B: Get ready Owlettes for an Owl-dorable Camp! Join us this week as we
explore three books from the popular Owl Diaries series. We will spend the week
with Eva Wingdale and her tree top adventures. Campers will be engaged in
owl crafts, owl themed snacks and be faced with a STEAM challenge in problem
solving to design the “best nest”. Get ready to take flight!

Grade 3-4

Get on Board...Games!
Instructor: Jackie Durso

Monopoly, Life, Chutes and Ladders, Yahtzee -- which is your favorite to play?
Campers will explore the history and longevity of board games -- what games
have withstood the test of time, which ones were a flash in the pan? We'll discuss
and analyze what qualities and features make a "good" board game, and
ultimately students will create their own board games that we'll play!

Grade 3-4

Spread the Love
Instructor: Kelly Schwering

Everyone loves Camp IDEA - so let’s pass that along! This class will help promote a
sense of kindness and compassion at school, home, and within the community
through acts of kindness. Each day will consist of reading, writing, and activities
that are student created and driven - they are where the change happens! Our
focus will be on creating and executing ways to acknowledge peers, teachers,
family and community members with random acts of kindness and reminders of
how important they are. Along the way we hope to give children the power to
make and see positive change.

Grade 4-5

Indiana Jones and the Temple of West Deptford
Instructor: Jenny Christmas

If you’re looking for fortune and glory, you’ve come to the right place. Imagine
yourself in the life of Indiana Jones by learning how to be an archaeologist!
Discover the secrets of the past while going on adventures. Campers will explore
the archaeological process through hands-on experiments and activities while
they actively understand the challenges of Indiana Jones!

Grade 4-5

Authors in Action
Instructor: Melissa Thurston

The next winner of the Newbery Award -- could be you! Campers will explore
various genres of children's books in order to make decisions on the creation of
their own book. Students will live the life of an author as they imagine, write, revise,
illustrate, and even glue and sew their final manuscript into an actual book.

Grade 4-5

Stop Motion Animation
Instructor: Michael Brodzik

Coraline, The Nightmare Before Christmas, Wallace and Gromit - what do all of
these movies have in common? They were all filmed using the Stop Motion
Animation technique. In this class campers will explore the history of Stop Motion
Animation and discover all of the set up that is needed in making a successful
video. They will then design several stop motion videos using Stop Motion Studio
app and a variety of subjects and storytelling techniques!
**Campers should bring with them a device with the Stop Motion Studio app installed**

Week of Aug 2-5
Grades K-1

Kitchen Chemistry & Road Trip!
Instructors: Susan Combs & Nicole Morina

Part A: Take a look in your pantry -- did you know that you can do really cool
science experiments with what you find there? Our young scientists at Camp
IDEA will be introduced to and explore simple chemistry concepts using
common materials and ingredients, such as those found in our kitchens!
Part B: Always on the lookout for hidden treasure? What if you could find one
simply by looking at a map? Come learn to decipher maps and what is hidden
in your own community. You will explore the key map concepts, design your
own map, and even get a hand at trying your skills on your classmates. Are you
ready to start your own adventure?

Grades 1-2

Under the Sea & History’s Heroes
Instructors: Christine Shown & Toni Foster

Part A: Get your scuba gear on and dive into the ocean with Camp IDEA! We
will “go under the sea” to explore the unique ecosystem that lies beneath the
surface of the waves. Learn about the interesting animals, plants and other
strange things that are in the ocean! Maybe even find a sunken ship with buried
treasure? Who knows!
Come study the movers and shakers that helped create and form our modern
society. Campers will explore important events in history and learn how they
have influenced the world we live in today. As a final project choose your
favorite historical hero to bring to life!

Grades 1-2

The Olympics
Instructor: Nicole English

The 2020 ... ehhh, 2021 Summer Olympics are here! This Olympics class for the will
explore the origins and history of the Olympics, with a focus on the Modern
Olympics. Students will design a version of the Olympic Torch flame, explore the
different Olympic events, and participate in their very own mini Olympics! We will
use physical education and STEM activities to reinforce literacy, math, science
and social studies, all while emphasizing respect and sportsmanship.

Grades 2-3

It’s a Hoot: The REMIX
Instructor: Karen Zlatkin

Get ready to take flight as we explore the world of Owls. Campers will be
exploring a day in the life of an owl… learning what they eat, when they sleep,
the owl life cycle, their “Owl-Mazing” eyes and where an owl ranks in the food
chain. Campers will be investigating owl pellets, and work in collaborative
teams to try to piece together the remains to determine what animal the owl
ate! Campers will be engaged in nonfiction projects, experiments and owl
themed snacks throughout our week together!

Grades 2-3

Young Artists and Authors
Instructor: Kate Mathiesen

In this class campers will explore and experiment with a variety of painting and
printing techniques and materials to create one-of-a-kind papers and then
Introduce collage as an art and illustration form. We will focus on
author/illustrators such as Eric Carle, Ezra Jack Keats, Leo Lionni, and Lois Ehlert.
Students will write a story to go with their illustrations and design original collages
from their paper! Students will learn a simple method of book binding to create
a complete, authentic, original story book.

Grades 3-4

Full STEAM Ahead & Writing Magic
Instructors: Jackie Durso & Jenna Rentzel

Part A: Become an engineering expert this summer as we read stories and use
them as a springboard for a hands on STEAM project! We will put on our thinking
caps to analyze plot development and persuasive techniques. Collect data,
create graphs and solve word problems to review our math skills. Design a new
invention using money that you earn during the week -- then put your skills to the
test to see which team achieves the best product!
Part B: Do you have a stack of books a mile high you can’t wait to read? Are
there notebooks with thousands of story ideas scattered around your room?
Ever imagine yourself signing autographs on the front cover of your very own
book? If so, then come plot the next best seller! Brainstorm with your fellow
writers to complete a Beat Sheet similar to ones used by published writers before
they ever start their first draft. Participate in a critique group and set yourself up
for a summer of writing magic!

Grades 4-5

Mission to the Moon
Instructor: Melissa Thurston

Calling all NASA fans! Establish a lunar colony and launch a space bubble on a
Mission to the Moon! Campers will run experiments to help develop an
understanding of how craters are formed and what they look like on the moon's
surface. In addition, we will explore cultural views of the moon and stars through
legends and myths and then write and illustrate our own creative stories.
Become one of Camp IDEAs first Lunar colonists!

Grades 4-5

Website Design with WIX
Instructor: Rebecca Headley

Explore the basics of website building on a topic of your choice using the
user-friendly WIX Website builder! Campers will walk through the step by step
process of designing their own website. We will embed music and videos,
pictures, animations, gifs and other enhancements that make them fun,
interactive, and inviting!

Please visit www.campideanj.com to register! Use the attached flyer as a planning sheet to
decide your first, second and third choices!

